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Presumption tax plays an important role in tax collection and management in China, 
and it’s the typical embodiment of substantive taxation principle in tax law. 
Presumption tax goes through the strictly-regulated threshold doctrines and estimating 
method so that it reduces and even avoids the shock to tax legalism principle and tax 
fair principle. Distribution of burden of proof is to tax litigation what the pearl is to 
the crown, which is particularly dazzling in presumption tax. 
The essay consists of four parts besides the introduction and conclusion，which 
fully discuss the distribution problem of burden of proof of the item of presumption 
tax in tax litigation. The following 4 paragraphs illustrate the 4 parts respectively. 
Chapter 1: The main job of this part is to introduce the norm and jurisprudence of 
presumption tax. Firstly, it sorts out the normal basis of presumption tax and 
concludes four applicable situation of presumption tax; Secondly, it discusses the 
jurisprudence foundation of presumption tax, which may apply for different situations 
but originates from the substantial tax principle in nature. 
Chapter 2: This part talks about the dilemma in the distribution of burden of proof 
of presumption tax. There is no special court in mainland area, nor special norm of 
distribution of burden of proof. As to the application of administrative lawsuit and 
abstract provisions of its relevant judicial interpretation, the distribution of burden of 
proof of presumption tax faces difficulties of interpretation; Academic research on 
distribution of burden of proof of presumption tax stops by low-availability single 
fixed pattern and lacks detailed research to the specific problems. 
Chapter 3: This part introduces the “norm theory” of distribution of burden of proof 
and argues its application in tax litigation. First, it comments on the “norm theory” 
which is founded by Rosenberg and amended and developed by scholars like Hans 
Pruetting and so on. It proves to be a theory that surpasses the justice of individual 
cases and gets rid of the bondage of single fixed pattern; second, this part proves the 
feasibility of the “norm theory” in tax litigation, including the theory of tax debt 
















administrative procedure law to civil procedure law, etc. Among them, Tax-debt 
relationship theory plays a key role. 
Chapter 4: This part introduces the specific distribution principle of burden of proof 
of the 4 applicable situations under the guidance of the “norm theory” .Among which, 
on the violation of cooperation obligation which leads to distribution of burden of 
proof under the situation of presumption tax. It also discusses a controversial 
proposition that whether the violation of cooperation obligation may lead to transfer 
of burden of proof. 
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